
Microsoft Windows 11 Preview:
Features And Specifications
Windows 11 is designed to bring you to a stage for the world’s
innovation. Microsoft just officially announced Windows 11,
the next big version of its operating system. Microsoft has a
simple design and user experience, it is now less cluttered
and provide more space to their users. Windows 11 is available
as a free upgrade over Windows 10.

Windows 11 comes with all new latest designs The Start menu
has been placed at the centre along with the search bar right
next to it contrary to what we have seen in previous Windows
OSes  it  was  previously  placed  on  the  left  corner  of  the
screen. New changes will remind you a bit of Apple. However,
If users are not comfortable with a Start Menu, they can bring
it back to the left by tapping on the Settings option.

Microsoft included a chat option on the taskbar with Microsoft
Teams.  Now  the  users  can  directly  connect  with  the  team
through text, chat, voice or video with all of their personal
contacts across Windows, Android or iOS.

Windows11 is a special treat for gamers. The new operating
system is equipped with some of the latest gaming technology
to provide a seamless gaming experience. The Windows 11 has
“DirectX 12 Ultimate, which can enable breathtaking, amazing
graphics at high frame cost; DirectStorage for quick load
times and more detailed game worlds; and Auto HDR for a wider,
more vivid range of colours for a truly amazing captivating
visual experience.

Now the Microsoft 11 will support multiple monitors that would
make it easier for users to work on virtual desktops and it
will also support touch keyboards that have integrated GIFs
from Tenor. Users can also use features like voice typing.
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Windows 11 can be used for downloading apps just like Apple.
Microsoft  Store  will  soon  get  third  party  apps  including
Visual Studio, Canva, Disney+, Zoom and  Adobe Creative Cloud,
Microsoft  has  introduced  Snap  layouts,  Snap  Groups  and
Desktops to provide to let their users to multitask.

Now the users can discover Android apps in the Microsoft Store
and download them through the Amazon Appstore. Windows 11
brings you closer to the latest news and information you care
about  quick  access  with  Widgets  a  new  personalized  feed
powered  by  AI  and  best-in-class  browser  performance  from
Microsoft Edge.


